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Abstract: It is a grand challenge to model the emergence of swarm intelligence and 
many principles or models had been proposed. However, existing models do not catch 
the nature of swarm intelligence and they are not generic enough to describe various 
types of emergence phenomena. In this work, we propose a contradiction-centric model 
for emergence of swarm intelligence, in which individuals’ contradictions dominate 
their appearances whilst they are associated and interacting to update their 
contradictions. This model hypothesizes that 1) the emergence of swarm intelligence is 
rooted in the development of contradictions of individuals and the interactions among 
associated individuals and 2) swarm intelligence is essentially a combinative reflection 
of the configurations of contradictions inside individuals and the distributions of 
contradictions among individuals. To verify the feasibility of the model, we simulate 
four types of swarm intelligence. As the simulations show, our model is truly generic 
and can describe the emergence of a variety of swarm intelligence, and it is also very 
simple and can be easily applied to demonstrate the emergence of swarm intelligence 
without needing complicated computations. 
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Nowadays, people have found many nature phenomena (at the physical, chemical, 
biological, or social level) that can be inspired to study the emergence of swarm 
intelligence, for instance, Gradient fields [16], Stigmergy [24] (e.g., ant foraging 
[4][21]), biology system [17] (e.g., nest building, morphogenesis, web weaving, brood 
sorting, flocking/schooling/herding), social behavior [11] (e.g., market, quorum 
mechanism), and so on. Subsequently, many models, mechanisms and techniques for 
swarm intelligence have been proposed and established, such as Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) [14], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [7], Artificial Bee Colony 
(ABC) [12], Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) [22], Intelligent Water Drop (IWD) 
[23] and Holonic system model [25], and they are applied to practices to enable the 
emergence of swarm intelligence of application systems (e.g., [8][9][15]). 
However, those approaches (including models, mechanisms and techniques) are 
not generic enough and have their respective application scopes. For an approach, its 
application swarms should be compliance with the requirements of the approach, i.e., 
swarms should possess the features specified by the approach, so that swarms could 
exhibit the emergence properties expected by the approach. To apply a specific 
approach to a swarm, people should be well aware of the behavioral features of 
autonomous elements (or individuals) involved in the swarm and be convinced that the 
elements’ behaviors accord with the approach. For instance, in order to apply the ant 
colony algorithm, the individuals in the swarm should be able to produce pheromone-
like information and they can further intensify their actions like ants after perceiving 
the pheromone. 
Furthermore, due to the particularity of swarms, the features that a swarm 
possesses may not fully comply with the requirements of any approach, so the expected 
swarm intelligence cannot be assured to emerge from the swarm even though the most 
appropriate approach is selected and applied. To implement a kind of swarm 
intelligence, people have to repeatedly try different approaches in order to discover the 
most suitable one, which leads to a high computation complexity and development cost 
even without a certain guarantee of emergence of the expected swarm intelligence. 
Therefore, if we can build a generic model (or mechanism) applicable to any 
types of swarm intelligence, the implementation of swarm intelligence will be greatly 
simplified and most probably guaranteed. Then, is there a generic model for emergence 
of swarm intelligence? 
In the existing approaches, it is generally believed that the exposed appearances 
(including static properties and dynamic behaviors) of individuals involved in a swarm 
depend on how individuals react to external environmental changes. Existing 
approaches usually hypothesize that the emergence of swarm intelligence is rooted in 
individuals’ reactions to the environment. Therefore, people always focus or emphasize 
how the appearances of individuals are impacted on by the environment when trying to 
implement swarm intelligence. 
However, as a matter of fact, environmental factors are not the necessary 
conditions (or inevitable factors) that individuals decide their actions. For instance, 
when the outside temperature drops and the weather gets cold, some people may put on 
more clothes whilst others may not. In fact, whether someone wears on more clothes 
depends on whether he/she feels cold, and he/she will not do so if he/she does not feel 
cold even if the weather gets cold. That is to say, the weather’s change does not 
determine his/her decision on clothing; instead, it just some external condition that may 
influence the decision and the influence may take effect only when the weather 
incidentally makes him/her feel cold. 
Essentially, environmental factors exist and happen in the periphery of 
individuals and they are the external conditions of the existences of individuals. 
Environmental factors are usually referred to as external causes in dialectics. Existing 
approaches falsely presume that external causes determine the emergence of swarm 
intelligence and they are naturally unable to model swarm intelligence precisely. 
In addition, with the increase of the complexity of the environment, external 
causes (i.e., environmental factors) are usually innumerable and unpredictable. We 
cannot seize or foresee all relationships between the appearances of individuals and the 
environmental factors, and let alone to completely specify and anticipate all reactions 
of individuals to the environmental changes. That is also one of the reasons that existing 
approaches can hardly be applied to complex systems situated in the real world. 
In dialectics, external causes are just the outside conditions that influence the 
development of a thing whilst correspondingly internal causes are the inner source of 
the development and external causes can only take effect through internal causes. For 
instance, only when the weather’s getting cold (external cause) makes people feel cold 
(internal cause) is the behavior of putting on more clothes triggered. 
Internal causes are essentially inner contradictions of things (here contradiction 
refers to dialectical contradiction instead of logical contradiction). A contradiction is a 
unity of opposites (opposites in turn are the two aspects of a contradiction) [13]. For 
example, coldness and hotness are the two aspects of a contradiction. A contradiction 
defines a relation between two attributes (i.e., two aspects) of a thing and there is both 
unity and struggle in it, i.e., the two aspects are mutually exclusive while at the same 
time they are reciprocal [13]. 
It is believed that contradictions are the sources and forces driving the 
development and change of things [18]. On one side, contradictions exist in the process 
of development of all things. That is to say, contradictions are inevitable and there is 
not any development of the world without them. On the other side, all things exist as 
the unities of contradictions and their properties and development are determined and 
driven forwards by contradictions [13]. For instance, for any organism, its properties 
are determined by its genes inside. Those genes always occur in pairs of allelic genes. 
Alleles are like contradictions and they control the characters of the organism. 
When an appearance (i.e., a property or a behavior) of a thing is controlled by a 
contradiction, the balance of strengths between the two aspects of the contradiction will 
determine the appearance to appear or hide. For example, in an organism, when the 
dominant gene occupies the leading status, it will make the organism appear dominant 
trait while inhibiting the recessive trait from appearing; on the contrary, when the 
recessive gene holds the leading status, the organism will show the recessive trait. In 
general, the strengths of the two aspects in a contradiction are often unbalanced and the 
two aspects will be differentiated to be either primary or secondary, i.e., the principal 
aspect and the secondary aspect [18]. Furthermore, when an appearance of a thing is 
synthetically controlled by multiple contradictions, contradictions may contribute 
differently to the appearance because of their diverse determinations (or positions). 
Contradictions are also differentiated to be principal and non-principal, i.e., principal 
contradictions and non-principal contradictions [18]. The appearances of a thing are 
largely dominated by the principal aspects of the principal contradictions that the thing 
possesses. 
As the external causes that influence the appearances of things, the environment 
acts as the situation and medium for the interactions of things to exert influences on the 
balance of strengths of two aspects of contradictions of things and further make the 
contradictions alter their positions in things. Accordingly, things are triggered to change 
their behaviors and exhibit varied appearances. For instance, by heating or cooling, the 
environment can influence the feelings of people on hotness or coldness and 
subsequently triggers people’s behavior of adding or subtracting clothes. 
Moreover, at the swarm level, all of a swarm (including its existence and 
properties) are rooted in the existences and overall performance of the members (or 
individuals) of the swarm. In a swarm, all the individuals are associated together by 
direct (or indirect) interactions. For any individual, the others except for itself in the 
swarm are also part of the individual’s environment and the interactions between it and 
others can naturally be considered as the interactions between itself and its environment, 
so interactions between individuals will influence and alter the contradictions of 
individuals like the environment. When the interacting individuals involved in a swarm 
present a special status (or property) as a whole, we can assert that some swarm 
intelligence emerges from the individuals. 
Therefore, we put forward a generic emergence (or formation) model based on 
contradictions for swarm intelligence. In the model, the appearances of individuals are 
determined by their contradictions, individuals involved in the swarm are associated 
and interacting, and further swarm intelligence emerges from associated and interacting 
individuals. 
 
1. Swarm Intelligence Formation Model based on Contradiction 
In this section, we will first present the formation model for swarm intelligence, 
and then we describe how individuals involved in the swarm are driven by 
contradictions to determine their appearances (particularly their behaviors), how 
individuals are associated and interact to influence their contradictions, and how swarm 
intelligence emerges from the behaviors and interactions of individuals. 
 
1.1. Formation Model 
In the swarm intelligence formation model, the swarm is situated in the 
environment (which mediates the behaviors and interactions of individuals involved in 
the swarm) and it is divided into two levels (Fig.1), the individual level and the swarm 
level. At the individual level, an individual is abstracted as the unity of contradictions 
and appearances, i.e., an individual consists of contradictions and presents appearances 
and the contradictions dominate the appearances of the individual. At the swarm level, 
the swarm is abstracted as the relevancies and interactions of individuals, from which 
the swarm intelligence emerges. The individual level and the swarm level are 
interdependent. On one side, the appearances of individuals contain the swarm 
intelligence and conversely the swarm intelligence is the overall reflection of the 
appearances of individuals. On the other side, the swarm is the situation of associations 
and interactions of individuals, that is, individuals are involved in the swarm and they 
interact when associated. 
In the model, there are two control loops. One is the micro contradiction 
development loop, i.e., “Contradiction  Appearance  Relevance  Interaction  
Contradiction” loop (see the green loop in Fig.1), and the other is the macro swarm 
intelligence emergence loop, i.e., “Swarm  Individual  Appearance  Relevance 
 Swarm” loop (see the red loop in Fig.1). In the micro loop, individuals’ 
contradictions dominate their appearances, individuals’ appearances (particularly the 
exposed behaviors) influence (or effect) their relevancies in the swarm, individuals’ 
relevancies condition their interactions, individuals’ interactions update the balances of 
strengths of aspects of contradictions, and further individuals’ contradictions progress. 
In the macro loop, the swarm is formed by individuals, individuals’ appearances 
contain their relevancies, and individuals’ relevancies imply the swarm intelligence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Formation Model of Swarm Intelligence 
 
1.2. Individual 
An individual contains a collection of contradictions and presents a series of 
appearances and the appearances are dominated by the contradictions. 
𝑖𝑛𝑑 =< 𝛤, 𝛢, 𝛿 > 
where 𝛤 is the set of inherent contradictions, 𝛢 is the set of outward appearances, and 
𝛿 is the set of domination functions. 
 Contradiction. A contradiction consists of two contradictory aspects, i.e., one 
aspect and the opposite. The two aspects occupy different positions in the contradiction 
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and correspondingly they are either principal or secondary aspect. Whether an aspect is 
principal or secondary depends on the balance of strengths of the two aspects. 
𝑐∈𝛤 =< 𝑜, ?̅?, 𝜍 > 
where 𝑜  and ?̅?  are the opposite aspects, i.e., positive and negative aspects 
respectively, and the positive and the negative are relative, i.e., ?̿? = 𝑜; 𝜍 is the relative 
strength of the two aspects, 𝜍 ∈ [−1, 1], and it reflects the balance of strengths of the 
two aspects. The bigger |𝜍| is, the more prominent the contradiction is. In addition, 
when 𝜍 > 0, it implies that 𝑜 is the principal aspect; whilst 𝜍 < 0, it implies that ?̅? 
is the principal aspect. 
 Appearance. An appearance is some property or behavior that the individual 
shows, for instance, speed, height, weight, advance/retreat, etc. 
𝑎∈𝛢 =< 𝜌, 𝑒 > 
where 𝜌 is the property or behavior embodied in the appearance, and 𝑒 is the effect(s) 
of the appearance. For a property, the appearance may have no effect, whilst for a 
behavior, the appearance may update the 𝜍 values of contradictions of the individual 
and/or affect the environment. 
 Domination Function. For each appearance, there is a corresponding 
domination function to calculate the visibility of the appearance. 
𝑑∈𝛿: 2
𝛤 × 𝛢 → 𝑅 
Suppose 𝐶 ⊆ 𝛤 (𝐶 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑛}) is the set of contradictions that dominates the 
visibility of the appearance. Let 𝑊 = {𝑤1, 𝑤2, … , 𝑤𝑛} be the weights reflecting the 
importance of contradictions in dominating the visibility; 𝑤𝑖 ∈ [−1,1]  and 
∑ |𝑤𝑖|
𝑛
𝑖=1 = 1. 𝑤𝑖 > 0 (or 𝑤𝑖 ≤ 0) implies that contradiction 𝑐𝑖  may promote (or 
hinder) the appearance’s visibility. In many cases, the visibility of an appearance can 
be simply determined by the weighted sum of the relative strengths of those 
contradictions dominating the appearance, i.e., 𝑑(𝑎) = ∑ (𝜍𝑖 × 𝑤𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1 . An appearance 
is visible if 𝑑(𝑎) > 0. 
In addition, when an appearance is manifested as some behavior, the visibility 
of the appearance determines the probability of taking actions related to the behavior; 
when the appearance is as a property, the visibility implies how much probably the 
appearance may present. 
 
1.3. Swarm 
A swarm is formed by a group of associated and interacting individuals. 
𝑠𝑤 =< 𝛴, 𝛱, 𝛸 > 
where 𝛴  is the set of individuals, 𝛱  is the set of relevancies specifying the 
associations among individuals, and 𝛸  is the set of interactions among associated 
individuals. 
 Relevance. A relevance reflects the association between an individual and its 
surroundings (including other individuals and the environment). Relevancies can occur 
between two individuals but also among multiple individuals, and they form a complex 
association network. Nevertheless, we can simplify relevancies into basic forms. In 
each basic relevance, there is a central individual and other individuals are associated 
with the central individual via the environment. Then, the complex association network 
is the composite of those basic relevancies. 
𝑟∈𝛱 =< 𝜄𝑐 , 𝐼, 𝐸 > 
where 𝐼 ⊆ 𝛴  is the set of individuals involved in the relevance, E is the set of 
environmental factors, 𝜄𝑐 ∈ 𝛴 ⋀ 𝜄𝑐 ∈ 𝐼  is the central individual, and all other 
individuals in 𝐼 are associated with 𝜄𝑐 through the specific environmental factors. 
In the swarm and for every individual, there is at least one relevance that the 
individual is the central individual. In many cases, relevancies between two individuals 
are symmetric. To simplify the specifications of relevancies, we can define two 
relevancies in parallel and each relevance specifies one of the two individuals as the 
center, respectively. 
 Interaction. Associated individuals will interact with one another and 
interactions may result in 1) the balance of strengths of the two aspects of some 
contradictions being updated, 2）new contradictions arising within some individuals, 
or 3) new individuals being generated. 
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that 1) all contradictions (including new 
produced contradictions) have been specified in the contradiction sets of individuals, 2) 
new generated individuals have already existed in the swarm, and 3) new generated 
individuals are always the central individuals of some relevancies. Thus, an interaction 
can be simply regarded as a process of changing the balance of strengths of the two 
aspects of the central individual’s contradictions. 
𝑥∈𝛸: 𝛱 → 𝜄𝑐. 𝛤 
 
1.4. Formation of swarm intelligence 
Swarm intelligence is reflected in the overall performance of individuals and it 
is often manifested as the emergence of some holistic structures (or organizations, e.g., 
migrating wild geese and bee colony) or global behavior modes (or patterns, e.g., ants’ 
foraging and fish school’s hedging). In essence, the emergence of swarm intelligence 
is the result of the continuous developments of contradictions of individuals. 
Concretely, inside an individual, some contradictions may become more 
prominent (i.e., the relative strengths become stronger) whilst other become more 
inconspicuous (i.e., the relative strengths become weaker) due to the behaviors of the 
individual or the interactions involving the individual. Gradually, the configuration of 
the contradictions may become stable and a specific configuration of the contradictions 
will lead the individual to present a special outward performance (e.g., acting as the 
lead goose in migrating wild geese) differently from other individuals. Consequently, 
the positions (or roles) of individuals in the swarm will be differentiated. When 
individuals occupying different positions (or playing different roles) are associated with 
one another in the warm, they will form a specific society (or organization). 
On the other hand, because individuals play different roles in the swarm, the 
same type of contradictions of individuals will be differently updated in interactions 
and subsequently they will present a special distribution among individuals. As a result, 
the appearances of individuals will display some specific global modes in the swarm. 
Essentially, the contradiction configurations within individuals show the 
horizontal connections among contradictions whilst the contradiction distributions in 
the swarm show the vertical connections among contradictions. The horizontal 
connections among contradictions determine the specializations of individuals and 
further the social positions of individuals; whereas the vertical connections imply the 
global properties or behavior modes of the swarm. Therefore, swarm intelligence can 
be described as a synthesis of the horizontal and vertical connections of contradictions. 
Suppose N is the number of individuals in the swarm, i.e., 𝛴 = {𝜄1, 𝜄2, … , 𝜄𝑛}, and M is 
the number of contradictions in an individual, i.e., 𝜄𝑖 . 𝛤 = {𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑚}. 
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑤 = 𝑆𝑦𝑛( 𝐻𝜄1(𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑚), … , 𝐻𝜄𝑛(𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑚), 
                                          𝑉𝑐1(𝜄1, 𝜄2, … , 𝜄𝑛), … , 𝑉𝑐𝑚(𝜄1, 𝜄2, … , 𝜄𝑛) ) 
where 𝐻𝜄𝑖(𝑐1, 𝑐2, … , 𝑐𝑚)  is a horizontal connection function and it specifies the 
configuration of contradictions within individual 𝜄𝑖 , 𝑉𝑐𝑖(𝜄1, 𝜄2, … , 𝜄𝑛)  is a vertical 
connection function and it specifies the distribution of contradiction 𝑐𝑖 in the swarm, 
and 𝑆𝑦𝑛 is the synthesizer function of composing 𝐻𝜄𝑖s and 𝑉𝑐𝑖s. 
 
2. Simulations 
To verifying the effectiveness and generality of the formation model for swarm 
intelligence, we implement several simulation systems in different fields, such as 
foraging ants, development of queen bee, migrating wild geese, and swimming pool. 
Among these simulations, some display a holistic structure (or organization), some 
display a global behavior mode (or pattern), and some display both. 
 
2.1. Foraging Ants 
In the foraging ant colony, idle ants search for food source(s) whilst loaded ants 
transport food back to the nest. While loaded ants are moving back, they will leave 
signs (i.e., pheromone) along the paths for themselves or others to find shortcuts to the 
food source(s) later. For a foraging ant, it contains 2 contradictions listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Contradictions of a Foraging Ant 
Contradiction (2 aspects) Description 
c11. Idleness vs Busyness Is the ant idle or busy transporting food (or loaded)? 
c12. Location’s ordinariness vs 
specialness 
Is the ant at an ordinary place, i.e., there is nothing around, or at 
a special place, e.g., there is pheromone, food source or the nest? 
Correspondingly, the ant shows a collection of appearances and these 
appearances are manifested as behaviors. The behaviors and their dominating 
contradictions are described in Table 2. 
Table 2. Outward Appearances (or Behaviors) of a Foraging Ant 
Behavior Dominating Contradictions Description 
a11. Move 
randomly 
Idleness/Loadedness, 
Ordinariness/Specialness 
Move randomly if the ant is idle and at an 
ordinary place (i.e., 𝑐11. 𝜍 = 1 ∧ 𝑐12. 𝜍 = 1). 
a12. Move 
toward the food 
source 
Idleness/Loadedness, 
Ordinariness/Specialness 
Move toward the food source along the path 
where pheromone is deposited if the ant is idle 
and perceives there is pheromone around (i.e., 
𝑐11. 𝜍 = 1 ∧ 𝑐12. 𝜍 = −1/3). 
a13. Move 
backward to the 
nest; secrete 
pheromone 
Idleness/Loadedness, 
Ordinariness/Specialness 
Transport food back to the nest and secrete 
pheromone along the way if the ant loads food 
and has not been back the nest (i.e., 𝑐11. 𝜍 =
−1 ∧ 𝑐12. 𝜍 < 0 ∧ 𝑐12. 𝜍 ≠ −3/3). 
a14. Load food Idleness/Loadedness, 
Ordinariness/Specialness 
Grab food if the ant is idle and at the site of the 
food source (i.e., 𝑐11. 𝜍 = 1 ∧ 𝑐12. 𝜍 = −2/3). 
a15. Unload food Idleness/Loadedness, 
Ordinariness/Specialness 
Unload food if the ant is loaded and at the nest 
(i.e., 𝑐11. 𝜍 = −1 ∧ 𝑐12. 𝜍 = −3/3). 
At the swarm level, every ant acts independently and it is connected to and 
interacts with the environment. The relevancies of ants involve a series of 
environmental factors, such as pheromone, the location of the nest, and the site of the 
food source (as listed in Table 3). 
Table 3. Relevancies, Interactions in Foraging Ants Swarm and their Influences 
Relevance Influenced 
Contradictions 
Interaction 
< Any ant, pheromone, 
place of the nest, site of the 
food source > 
Location’s 
ordinariness/specialness 
According to the place where the central 
ant is located, the central ant’s 
contradiction of “Location’s ordinariness 
vs specialness” is updated. 
The simulation of foraging ants is displayed in Figure 2, in which the brown 
area on the left side denotes the nest, the red area on the right represents the food source, 
(a) is the initial frame, and (b) is the frame after a period of running. 
  
a. Initial frame b. Transporting food frame 
Figure 2. Simulation of Foraging Ants 
 
Obviously, there is a foraging path from the nest to the food source emerging 
from the movements of ants. Intrinsically, the main horizontal configurations of 
contradictions of ants and the vertical distributions of contradictions in the swarm are 
depicted as follows (Table 4). 
Table 4. Contradiction Configurations and Distributions in Foraging Ants 
Horizontal Configuration Category of Ants 
H11. Loaded (i.e., 𝑐11. 𝜍 = −1). Ants transporting food to the nest (i.e., a13) 
H12. Idle and at places where pheromone is 
deposited (i.e., 𝑐11. 𝜍 = 1 ∧ 𝑐12. 𝜍 = −1/3). 
Ants moving to the food source (i.e., a12) 
H13. Idle and at ordinary places (i.e., 𝑐11. 𝜍 =
1 ∧ 𝑐12. 𝜍 = 1). 
Ants moving randomly (i.e., a11) 
Vertical Distribution Emergence Phenomenon 
V11. A lot of ants within which specialness is the 
principal aspect of the contradiction related to 
location (i.e., ∃𝜄 ∈ 𝛴(𝜄. 𝑐12. 𝜍 < 0)) 
Many ants are scattered along a path, on which 
pheromone is deposited, between the nest and 
the food source. 
 
2.2. Development of Queen Bee 
In the bee colony, every bee has a special endocrine gland that can secrete a 
kind of pheromone (referred to as queening pheromone below). This pheromone can 
promote the developments of the endocrine gland and the bee itself as well, but also 
inhibit the developments of the endocrine glands of surrounding bees. 
Inherently, a bee contains one contradiction related to the queening 
development as listed in Table 5. 
Table 5. Contradiction of a Bee 
Contradiction (2 aspects) Description 
c21. Endocrine gland’s 
Development vs Degeneration 
Is the endocrine gland developing or degenerating? 
 
The development and degeneration of a bee’s endocrine gland determines 
whether the bee has the potential of becoming queen or not. When the relative strength 
of the contradiction is biased toward development, the endocrine gland will become 
more mature and the bee will become queen potentially. A bee becomes queen when 
its endocrine gland is mature. 
Correspondingly, the bee shows an appearance of secreting queening 
pheromone (as listed in Table 6) and the amount and concentration of pheromone 
depends on the maturity of the endocrine gland. Generally, the more mature the 
endocrine gland is, the higher the concentration of pheromone secreted by the gland is. 
Table 6. Outward Appearance of a Bee 
Appearance Dominating Contradictions Description 
a21. Secrete 
pheromone 
Endocrine gland’s 
Development/Degeneration 
Secrete queening pheromone if the endocrine 
gland has not been fully degenerated (i.e., 
𝑐21. 𝜍 ≠ −1). 
a22. Queening Endocrine gland’s 
Development/Degeneration 
A bee is potentially queening if the endocrine 
gland tends to develop (i.e., 𝑐21. 𝜍 > 0). 
 
At the bee colony level, whenever a bee encounters another bee, it secretes 
queening pheromone to promote its own endocrine glands’ developments and 
simultaneously inhibit the opposite’s endocrine gland’s development (as a result, the 
opposite’s endocrine gland will degenerate gradually). A bee is associated with another 
bee by the pheromone secreted by both of the two bees (as showed in Table 7). 
Table 7. Relevancies, Interactions in the Bee Colony and their Influences 
Relevance Influenced Contradictions Interaction 
< central bee, another 
bee, central bee’s 
pheromone, the opposite 
bee’s pheromone > 
Endocrine gland’s 
Development/Degeneration 
The central bee’s pheromone will 
promote its own endocrine glands’ 
development, whilst the opposite’s 
pheromone will enforce the central 
bee’s gland to degenerate. 
 
In the simulation of queen bee’s development, the population size of the bee 
colony is 2000, the mature degrees of their endocrine glands are randomly distributed, 
and a bee encounters other bees randomly and interacts with them mutually. 
In the bee colony, at the beginning, about 20 percent of the population have the 
potential of being queen, and after 48 days, there is only one bee winning the queening 
competition (Point a in Figure 3). Furthermore, when the old queen bee dies, another 
queen bee will appear in 15 days (Point b in Figure 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Number of Potential Queen Bees 
 
Intrinsically, there is at most one bee (w.r.t. contradiction distributions in the 
swarm) within which the strength of development of the endocrine gland is stronger 
than that of degeneration (w.r.t. contradiction configurations within bees) (Figure 8). 
Table 8. Contradiction Configurations and Distributions in Bee Colony 
Horizontal Configuration Category of Bees 
H21. Potentially Queening (i.e., 𝑐21. 𝜍 > 0). Queen Bees 
H22. Not Queening (i.e., 𝑐21. 𝜍 < 0). Worker Bees 
Vertical Distribution Emergence Phenomenon 
V21. Only one bee whose endocrine gland is developing fast than 
degeneration (i.e., ∃𝜄 ∈ 𝛴∀𝜄′ ∈ 𝛴 − {𝜄}(𝜄. 𝑐21. 𝜍 > 0 ∧ 𝜄′. 𝑐21. 𝜍 < 0)) 
There is only one queen 
bee. 
 
2.3. Migrating Wild Geese Herd 
In the migrating wild geese herd, every goose keeps a safe distance from others 
to avoid collisions while following its preceding geese to save its strength on one hand, 
and it flies away from others so that it could fly more freely while keeping close to 
others so that it could be well protected by the herd on the other hand. When a goose 
cannot see the leading goose, i.e., the leading goose is out of the range of vision, the 
goose will feel not well protected by the herd. 
For a migrating wild goose, it contains 4 contradictions as listed in Table 9. 
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Table 9. Contradictions of a Migrating Wild Goose 
Contradiction (2 aspects) Description 
c31. Leading vs Following Is the goose leading the herd or following others? 
c32. Spiritedness vs Tiredness Is the (leading) goose spirited or tired? 
c33. Energy-saving vs Distance-
safety 
When the goose follows another goose, can it save energy or is 
the following distance too close to be safe? 
c34. Freedom vs Protection Can the goose fly freely or can it be well protected by the herd? 
 
Correspondingly, the goose shows a collection of appearances and these 
appearances are also manifested as behaviors (as listed in Table 10). 
Table 10. Outward Appearances of a Goose 
Behavior Dominating Contradictions Description 
a31. Lead the 
herd 
Leading/Following, 
Spiritedness/Tiredness 
Keep leading if the goose is leading and 
spirited (i.e., 𝑐31. 𝜍 = 1 ∧ 𝑐32. 𝜍 > 0). Leading 
will exert energy and lead to be tired. 
a32. Quicken Leading/Following, 
Energy-saving/Distance-safety 
Keep up if the goose is too far behind the 
preceding goose to save energy while 
following (i.e., 𝑐31. 𝜍 = −1 ∧ 𝑐33. 𝜍 > 0). 
a33. Slow down Leading/Following,  
Spiritedness/Tiredness 
Energy-saving/Distance-safety 
Slow down if the goose is leading and feels 
tired (i.e., 𝑐31. 𝜍 = 1 ∧ 𝑐32. 𝜍 < 0). When the 
leading goose flies back, the goose in front of 
the herd will become the leader naturally. 
Or slow down if the goose is following and too 
close to the preceding goose to be safe (i.e., 
𝑐31. 𝜍 = −1 ∧ 𝑐33. 𝜍 < 0). 
a34. Fly inwards Leading/Following, 
Freedom/Protection 
Fly up with the herd if the goose is too far 
from the herd to be well protected (i.e., 
𝑐31. 𝜍 = −1 ∧ 𝑐32. 𝜍 > 0). 
a35. Fly 
outwards 
Leading/Following, 
Freedom/Protection 
Fly away from the herd if the goose is too close 
to the herd to fly freely (i.e., 𝑐31. 𝜍 = −1 ∧
𝑐32. 𝜍 < 0). 
 
At the wild geese herd level, a following goose tries its best to save energy while 
keeping a safe distance from the preceding goose; meanwhile it constantly watches on 
the leading goose to assure itself that it does not lose the protection from the herd while 
pursuing adequate flying freedom. A goose is associated with the preceding goose and 
the herd (by watching on the leading goose) as well (as showed in Table 11). 
Table 11. Relevancies, Interactions in the Wild Geese Herd and their Influences 
Relevance Influenced 
Contradictions 
Interaction 
< Any goose, preceding 
goose > 
Energy-saving / 
Distance-safety 
By estimating the distance from the preceding 
goose, the goose updates the relative strength 
between energy-saving and distance-safety. 
< Any goose, leading 
goose > 
Freedom/Protection By estimating the vision angle between it and the 
leading goose, the goose updates the relative 
strength between freedom and protection. 
 
In the simulation of migrating wild geese herd, the herd size is 18, the least safe 
distance is supposed to be 60cm, and the biggest view angle for herd protection is 128 
degrees. At the beginning, the formation of the herd is disordered. After a period of 
running, a special flying formation appears (Figure 4.a), in which goose No.1 happens 
to be the leading goose. When goose No.1 is tired and slows down, another goose 
(No.15) takes the place to lead the herd after a while (Figure 4.b). 
  
a. Flying Formation b. Reformed Flying Formation 
Figure 4. Simulation of Migrating Wild Geese Herd 
 
Obviously, there is a specific flying formation emerging from the migrating 
herd. In the formation, there is only one leading and spirited wild goose (w.r.t. 
contradiction distributions in the herd), whilst for those following geese, the strengths 
of the two aspects of both the energy-saving/distance-safety contradiction and the 
freedom/protection contradiction are kept balanced (w.r.t. contradiction configurations 
within wild geese) (Table 12). 
Table 12. Contradiction Configurations and Distributions in Migrating Wild Geese 
Horizontal Configuration Category of Wild Geese 
H31. Leading (i.e., 𝑐31. 𝜍 = 1 ∧ 𝑐32. 𝜍 > 0). Leader Goose 
H32. Following, balanced (i.e., 𝑐31. 𝜍 = −1 ∧ 𝑐33. 𝜍 ≈ 0 ∧ 𝑐34. 𝜍 ≈ 0). Follower Geese 
Vertical Distribution Emergence Phenomenon 
V31. Only one leader goose and all follower geese keep their 
contradictions balanced (i.e., ∃𝜄 ∈ 𝛴∀𝜄′ ∈ 𝛴 − {𝜄}((𝜄. 𝑐31. 𝜍 = 1 ∧
𝜄. 𝑐32. 𝜍 > 0) ∧ (𝜄
′. 𝑐31. 𝜍 = −1 ∧ 𝜄
′. 𝑐33. 𝜍 ≈ 0 ∧ 𝜄
′. 𝑐34. 𝜍 ≈ 0))) 
There is only one leader 
goose whilst the others 
follow the leader in a well 
formation. 
 
2.4. Swimming Pool 
In the swimming pool, there are two kinds of swimmers, i.e., learners and 
veterans. A swimmer will try his best to swim at the speed that he prefers (It is common 
sense that a veteran swims fast by far than a learner). While swimming, he will always 
keep a safe distance between other swimmers and the pool’s side walls, and meanwhile 
he should not hinder others’ swimming. 
For a swimmer in the pool, it contains 2 contradictions (Table 13). 
Table 13. Contradictions of a Swimmer 
Contradiction (2 aspects) Description 
c41. Distance safety vs Collision 
Dangerousness 
Is the following distance between the swimmer and his preceding 
swimmer (or the pool’s side walls) big and safe enough so that he 
could swim at the speed that he prefers? 
c42. Feeling uncrowdedness vs 
Crowdedness 
Are there so many swimmers around in the pool that he cannot 
keep his swimming speed normal? 
 
When a swimmer is too close (i.e., distance unsafe and probably collided) to his 
preceding swimmer or the pool’s side walls, he should turn away to avoid running into 
others or hitting the walls. Furthermore, when a swimmer feels he could not swim at 
the speed that he prefers (e.g., because of crowding), he (as a learner) should not swim 
into groups of veterans or he (as a veteran) had better follow the tides of other veterans 
in order to maintain his swimming speed besides not swimming into learners. 
Correspondingly, the swimmer shows a collection of appearances (or behaviors) 
as listed in Table 14. 
Table 14. Outward Appearances of a Swimmer 
Behavior Dominating Contradictions Description 
a41. Swim at the 
normal speed 
Safety / Dangerousness Swim speedily if the following distance is 
safe (i.e., 𝑐41. 𝜍 > 0). 
a42. Slow down, or 
Keep away from 
swimmers not of 
the same type  
Safety / Dangerousness, 
Uncrowdedness / 
Crowdedness 
Slow down, or keep away from learners (as a 
veteran) or veterans (as a learner) if he may 
collide and the pool is yet uncrowded (i.e., 
𝑐41. 𝜍 < 0 ∧ 𝑐42. 𝜍 > 0). 
a43. Follow the tide 
of swimmers of the 
same type 
Safety / Dangerousness, 
Uncrowdedness / 
Crowdedness 
As a veteran, follow the tide of other 
veterans to keep his swimming speed when 
he may collide and the pool is crowded (i.e., 
𝑐41. 𝜍 < 0 ∧ 𝑐42. 𝜍 < 0). 
 
At the swimming pool level, a swimmer tries his best to swim speedily and 
safely. Therefore, a swimmer should always pay attention to his preceding swimmer, 
the surrounding swimmers, and the pool’s side walls in order to keep his swimming 
speed while ensuring his swimming safety. 
A swimmer is associated with the preceding swimmer and the surrounding 
swimmers as well (as showed in Table 15). 
Table 15. Relevancies, Interactions in Swimmers and their Influences 
Relevance Influenced 
Contradictions 
Interaction 
< Any swimmer, 
preceding swimmer, 
pool’s side walls > 
Safety / 
Dangerousness 
By estimating the distance from its preceding 
swimmer (or the pool’s side walls), the swimmer 
updates the relative strength between safety and 
dangerousness. 
< Any swimmer, 
surrounding swimmers, 
pool’s side walls > 
Uncrowdedness/
Crowdedness 
By observing the densities of swimmers around, the 
swimmer updates the relative strength between 
crowdedness and uncrowdedness. 
 
In the simulation of the swimming pool, the size of the pool is 50m50m. There 
are 1000 swimmers among which 3/4 are learners (grey blocks in Figure 5) whilst 1/4 
are veterans (red blocks). The normal swimming speed of a learner is 1m/s whilst the 
speed of a veteran is 2m/s. A swimmer feels crowded when he finds that he always 
cannot swim at the normal speed he prefers (empirically, the number of surrounding 
swimmers whom he may run into at one stroke is over v2). Veterans will turn left by 
default when they are approaching to the pool’s side walls. At the beginning, swimmers 
are scattered in the pool randomly and the pool is chaos (Figure 5.a). After a period of 
running, a special swimming loop formed by veterans appears and learners gather into 
several clusters away from the veteran swimming loop (Figure 5.b). In addition, to 
observe the swimming when the pool is uncrowded, we further set the number of 
swimmers to be 100. As the result shows (Figure 5.c), the pool is always chaos though 
veterans may prefer to swim together. 
   
a. Initial State b. Swimming Loop c. Uncrowded pool 
Figure 5. Simulation of Swimming Pool 
 
Obviously, there is a specific swimming formation emerging from the 
swimmers when the pool is crowded. In the formation (i.e., swimming loop), veterans 
can always keep their swimming speed whilst learners keep safe distances from 
veterans (Table 16). 
Table 16. Contradiction Configurations and Distributions in Swimmers 
Horizontal Configuration Category of Swimmers 
H41. Veterans always swim speedily (i.e., 𝑐41. 𝜍 > 0). Veterans 
Vertical Distribution Emergence Phenomenon 
V41. Learners keep safe distances away from veterans (and vise 
versa), i.e., for a learner, there are no veterans around in the safe 
distance (i.e., ∀𝜄 ∈ 𝛴∃𝜄′ ∈ 𝛴((𝜄′ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝜄 ∧ 𝜄. 𝑐41. 𝜍 < 0 ∧
𝜄. 𝑐42. 𝜍 < 0) → 𝜄 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜄
′𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒)). 
There is a swimming loop 
formed by veterans and 
learners do not come near 
the loop. 
 
3. Conclusions and Discussions 
It has been attracting a lot of attention to study the principles of emergence of 
swarm intelligence and model swarm intelligence. By now, many principles or models 
had been proposed for emergence of swarm intelligence (particularly for self-
organization because emergence is usually considered as a fundamental property of 
self-organization). For instance, Ashby’s principle of self-organizing dynamic system 
based on attractors [1], Von Foerster’s principle of order out of noise based on random 
fluctuations [26], Prigogine’s entropy production minimum principle [19] and Haken’s 
slaving principle [10] based on far-from-equilibrium. These principles have been 
successfully applied to many domains and described various natural phenomena. 
Besides these principles, there are also many models concerning specific emergence 
phenomena [5], such as Deneubourg’s cellular automata model devoted to cemetery 
formation in ant colonies [6], Kennedy’s particle swarm optimization algorithm [14], 
Dorigo’s ant colony optimization algorithm [7], and Karaboga’s artificial bee colony 
[12]. They have also been successfully applied in a variety of problem domains [3][20]. 
However, existing models do not catch the nature of swarm intelligence and they are 
not generic enough to describe many types of emergence phenomena. 
In this work, we propose a contradiction-centric model for emergence of swarm 
intelligence. The model consists of two control loops, i.e., the micro contradiction 
development loop and the macro swarm intelligence emergence loop. In the model, an 
individual’s contradictions dominate its outward appearances (i.e., properties and 
behaviors) in a swarm; and meanwhile the contradictions are updated while the 
individual is associated and interacting with one another in the environment; 
furthermore, swarm intelligence emerges from the associated and interacting 
individuals, and swarm intelligence is essentially a combinative reflection of the 
configurations of contradictions inside individuals and the distributions of 
contradictions among individuals. 
As far as we know, our proposed model is the most truly generic and 
straightforward model for swarm intelligence. Among the simulations, some have the 
emergence of a holistic structure (e.g., queening bee), some have the emergence of a 
global behavior mode (e.g., foraging ants and swimming pool), and some have both 
(e.g., migrating wild geese). As the simulations show, our model can describe the 
emergences of various types of swarm intelligence, and it is also very simple and can 
be easily applied to demonstrate the emergence of swarm intelligence without needing 
complicated computations. 
Nevertheless, there are still some limitations in the current model and we will 
solve some of them in the future. For instance, the contradictions are predetermined and 
the domination relationships between contradictions and appearances are also pre-
specified and fixed. Currently, new contradictions can arise while individuals are 
interacting, but for simplicity, we have to assume that new arisen contradictions should 
be foreseeable so that we could specify the domination relationships between 
contradictions and appearances in advance. Second, the model just takes into 
consideration contradictions at the individual level and it does not handle contradictions 
at the swarm level. There must be contradictions at the swarm level, e.g., social 
contradictions, though swarm level contradictions essentially emerge from individual 
contradictions. Third, the model can be applied to explain emergence of swarm 
intelligence but it cannot describe evolution of swarm intelligence. To enable evolution 
of swarm intelligence, the relevancies and interactions among individuals should be 
dynamic so that new configurations and distributions of contradictions could emerge 
and evolve. 
In the future, we will extend the model to enable dynamics, for instance, new 
contradictions may arise, new appearances may take place, new individuals may be 
generated, and swarm intelligence may evolve while individuals are behaving and 
interacting in the swarm. Furthermore, interactions specified in the model are still very 
rough. We will establish a mathematical calculus system for individuals and their 
interactions so that the emergence of swarm intelligence could be inferred rigorously. 
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